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Single electron tunneling force microscopy has been developed over the last decade
as a tool to manipulate the occupation and probe the properties of trap states in
completely non conducting materials. The technique has been advanced through the
efforts of several generations of graduate students in the Clayton Williams research
group. Previous graduate students have demonstrated that the single electron tun-
neling force microscopy technique can repeatably facilitate single electron tunneling
between a metallic tip and an electron trap state in a completely non conducting,
dielectric material. Also the single electron tunneling force spectroscopy technique
has been shown to make these measurements with atomic scale resolution. As solid
state device technology rushes toward higher power and increasingly smaller devices
single electron tunneling force microscopy is uniquely positioned to identify the
properties of trap states in dielectric materials with atomic scale resolution. The main
thrust of this work has been concerned with demonstrating a repeatable spectroscopic
method which can be used to reliably measure the energy of electron and hole traps
due to defect states in dielectric materials. The single electron tunneling force
spectroscopy technique was used to make spectroscopic measurements at several
places on the surface of SiO2, Si3N4 and HfO2 films. The spectra measured were
compared to known trap states in both the theoretical and experimental literature.
The data show that the density of trap states is not spatially homogeneous, but varies
from measurement to measurement. Most of the defect states identified by the single
electron tunneling force spectroscopy technique correspond nicely with trap state
energies found in either the experimental or theoretical literature. However, several
states, not found in the literature, have also been identified by the scanning electron
tunneling force spectroscopy technique. Additionally single electron tunneling force
spectroscopy has provided evidence of irreversible and reversible tunneling events
with irreversible tunneling predominantly near the conduction and valence bands. A
noted asymmetry in the amount of irreversible tunneling in favor of trap states near
the valence band edge has also been identified. Finally a first demonstration of state
creation and characterization by SETFS in SiO2 is discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and Objectives
In this introduction an overview of the SETFM technique will be discussed
followed by a brief discussion on the physics and function of dielectric materials
in electronic devices. This is followed by an overview on the nature of electron and
hole traps in dielectric materials.
SiO2 has been used for decades as the go to material for gate dielectrics in solid
state electronic devices. Its success is in large part due to both its large band gap
(~ 9 eV) and the relatively low number of defect states in the thermally grown
oxide. However the demand for ever decreasing device size has begun to show silicon
dioxide’s limitations as a gate dielectric. Several dielectrics have been proposed to
replace SiO2 as the standard gate dielectric. The characterization of these materials is
of the utmost importance if the advancement of solid state electronics is to continue.
Single electron tunneling force microscopy (SETFM) has been developed over the
last decade with an eye toward characterizing electronically isolated electron and hole
trap states in completely nonconducting materials. Although SETFM measurements
have been made on dielectric materials such as SiO2 and HfO2, which have demon-
strated the efficacy of the SETFM technique, a thorough study of the trap state
energies in these dielectric materials has not been undertaken using this technique.
The objective of the research herein has been to demonstrate the ability of SETFM
to accurately measure the energy of trap states in gate dielectrics by comparing
the results of single electron tunneling force spectroscopy (SETFS) measurements to
those of more traditional techniques. The intent is to show that SETFS can be used
to accurately map the energy of trap states in the band gap of dielectric materials
2with atomic scale resolution.
1.2 Force Modulated Atomic Force Microscopy
Scanning probe microscopes (SPM) use nonoptical methodologies to probe var-
ious aspects of a surface without the diffraction limitations of a traditional optical
microscope. The scanning tunneling microscope (STM), one of the various prolific
SPM methodologies, was first demonstrated by Binnig et al. in 1982.[1] STM probes
the sample surface by measuring the current tunneled through the vacuum gap
between the tip and sample. While STM has been used to image surface topography
with atomic scale resolution[2] as well as probe the properties of defect states in
dielectric materials[3] and quantum dots[4] there are several limitations inherent to
the technique. The foremost is the necessity of a constant current that is typically
greater than 1 pA to measure the tips interaction with the surface. This limits the
STM’s ability to probe trap states in nonconducting materials unless the sample is
extremely thin, on the order of a few angstroms, or has a high density of defect
states that will facilitate hopping of electrons through the sample to the substrate.
This deficiency causes a problem if one wants to probe electronically isolated defect
states in dielectric materials. To this end single electron tunneling force microscopy
(SETFM) was developed based upon the atomic force microscope.
All of the single electron tunneling techniques developed over the last decade in
the Williams research group are performed with an atomic force microscope (AFM),
which is in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) environment (~10-9 Torr). Figure 1.1 shows
the basic setup of the AFM used in the Williams lab. A tightly focused light is
incident on the back of a reflective cantilever. The light is then reflected onto a
split silicon detector, which detects the deflection of the cantilever due to the probe
tip’s interaction with the sample surface. To minimize the possibility of surface
morphology changes and tip damage the AFM is used in noncontact mode, in which
the cantilever is vibrated at its resonant frequency. The amount of frequency shift
away from the cantilever’s resonant frequency is used to measure the tip-sample
3Figure 1.1: Very basic diagram of the AFM system. Note that the microscope is
located in vacuum.
4interaction. In order to model the oscillating cantilever it can be treated as a driven,




z˙ + kz = Fd (1.1)
where m* is the effective mass of the cantilever, k is the spring constant of the
cantilever, Q is the quality factor of the cantilever, w0 is the resonant frequency of
the cantilever, Fd is the driving force required to keep the cantilever at its resonant
frequency and z is the position of the free end of the cantilever in the direction of its
oscillation. A driving force is controlled by an oscillator feedback loop that attempts
to compensate the damping force and drive the oscillator at constant amplitude.
When the cantilever is being oscillated on resonance the driving force will compensate
for the damping of the cantilever (second term in equation 1.1), and the unperturbed
equation of motion can then be rewritten as
m?z¨ + kz = 0 (1.2)
z = A cos (ω0t) (1.3)
where A is the amplitude of the cantilever oscillation and t is the time.
When the cantilever is brought close to the surface it experiences a force, F,
that is due to the electrostatic potential between the tip and the sample surface.
Equations 1.2 and 1.3 can now be written as
m?z¨ + kz = F (1.4)
z = A cos(ωt) (1.5)
where ω = ω0 +∆ω is the new resonant frequency, which differs from the cantilever’s
natural resonant frequency by ∆ω. Plugging equation 1.5 into equation 1.4 gives




5In the AFM being used the natural resonant frequency is on the order of 100 kHz
and the frequency shift is on the order of 100 Hz (ω0  ∆ω) so we can make the
approximation ω2 u ω20 + 2ω0∆ω and can rewrite equation 1.6 as
2∆ω cos(ωt) = − ω0
Ak
F (1.7)
Multiplying both sides of equation 1.7 by cos(ωt), noting that F will vary as the
cantilever oscillates and taking the time average of equation 1.7 gives
〈∆ω〉 = − ω0
Ak
〈F cos(ωt)〉 (1.8)
Integrating over one oscillation cycle of the cantilever, and noting that the time
average on the right hand side of the equation is calculated over an entire oscillation
cycle and is insensitive to the substitution ω to ω0, the shift in the cantilever’s
resonant frequency can be written as




F (zm + A(1 + u))u√
1− u2 du (1.9)
where zm is the tip height at closest approach, A is the amplitude of cantilever
oscillation, F is the interaction force between the tip and sample and u = cos(2pifOt)
is the substitution used to account for the oscillating tip position.[5, 6, 7] If a single
electron tunnels between the tip and the sample surface the change in the force
gradient will be apparent in the change in the resonant frequency of the cantilever.[8]
For a more in depth discussion of frequency modulation atomic force microscopy and
an example of how the frequency of the cantilever changes as a function of the voltage
dropped between the tip and the sample see reference.[9]
1.3 Tunneling Conditions
Two conditions must be met, which will allow an electron to tunnel between the
cantilever tip and the trap state in the dielectric. The first condition requires that the
tunneling rate between the initial state in the tip and the final state in the sample
be sufficiently fast so that the electron can tunnel during the measurement time.
The second condition requires that the energy of the initial state in the tip must be
6at the same energy as the occupied final state in the dielectric so that the electron
can elastically tunnel from the tip to the dielectric state. The first condition will be
discussed first.
An effective way to model the tunneling rate condition in the tip sample system
can be seen in Figure 1.2. In the tip the electrons are in the Fermi sea of electrons
below the Fermi level of the tip. In this model the state at the Fermi level of the tip
can be approximated as a free electron state, while the trap state in the dielectric is
localized and can be assumed to be a finite square well as can be seen in Figure 1.2. N.
Zheng et al. modeled this tunneling condition and found that the tunneling rate from
the tip to the sample trap state is strongly dependent on the tunneling gap between
the tip and the sample. The tunneling rate falls off by an order of magnitude for
each Å of increased gap distance.[10] Since the tunneling rate falls off so quickly only
states directly under the tip will be available for tunneling. Nearby states, even as
close as a few angstroms, will have a significantly lower tunneling rate. Therefore, by
picking an appropriate tunneling gap the states directly under the tip can be made
accessible to tunneling while nearby states are not available for tunneling.
The energy condition on the initial and final states is best understood from the
toy model in Figure 1.3. For tunneling to take place the energy of the Fermi level of
the metalized tip must be equal to or greater than the energy of the trap state in the
dielectric medium. However it should be noted that the voltage applied to the sample
with respect to the grounded tip is not the voltage used to determine the energy of
trap states in the dielectric material. This is because some of the voltage is dropped
in the vacuum gap and the rest is dropped across the dielectric film. Therefore,
the applied voltage must be scaled to the voltage dropped between the tip and the
state at the sample surface to determine the trap state energy. The voltage is scaled
by using a parallel plate capacitor model to approximate the tip-sample system.
Appendix A discusses a comparison between different models used to approximate
the tip sample system. Also for a complete theoretical discussion of the tunneling
model and the assumptions made see reference [10].
7Figure 1.2: Model of the tip-vacuum gap-dielectric system. The trap state in the
band gap is modeled as a finite well and the electron state in the tip is assumed to
be a nearly free electron near the Fermi level of the tip. The tunneling rate from the
tip to the trap state is dependent on the overlap of the two states.
8Figure 1.3: Toy model demonstrating the energy requirements necessary for an
electron to elastically tunnel from the tip through the vacuum gap and into the
electron trap state in the dielectric film. Note that an unfilled trap state in the
dielectric is only filled if the Fermi level energy of the tip is at of higher than that of
the trap state energy.
91.4 Single Electron Tunneling Force Microscopy
Over the last decade Single Electron Tunneling Force Microscopy (SETFM)
has been improved and refined in order to establish a useful technique with the
ability to characterize the properties of trap states in dielectric media. The first
demonstration of single electron tunneling was made by Levi Klein et al. in which the
ability to tunnel an electron from a metallic surface to a specially prepared scanning
probe microscope tip demonstrated.[11] Later, Ezra Bussmann et al. demonstrated
the detection of a single electron tunneling event from a metallic AFM probe to
a localized trap state in SiO2.[12] This improved demonstration of the SETFM
technique allowed for characterization of unprepared, localized electron trap states in
completely nonconducting materials. Tunneling of an electron is apparent as a step in
the frequency shift of the cantilever as a function of tip height. While this technique
provided evidence that electrons could tunnel to and from the sample surface its
ability to quickly and accurately measure the energy of the trap state being probed
was lacking. To this end further improvements in SETFM techniques were needed
to establish the energy of electron trap states in the band gap of dielectric materials.
Scanning Electron Tunneling Force Spectroscopy (SETFS) was developed to fill
the need to measure the energy of electron trap states in dielectric materials. The first
form of the SETFS technique was applied by moving the tip within tunneling distance
of the sample surface and varying the voltage between the tip and the sample.[13]
In this technique the gap voltage at which the electron tunnels is equivalent to the
energy (in eV) of the occupied state with respect to the middle of the dielectric band
gap. Although the SETFS technique demonstrated by Bussmann et al. allowed the
energy of the dielectric trap states to be measured there is a significant limitation
inherent to this implementation of the SETFS technique. The drawback can be
better understood after a short discussion of the physics that makes the measurement
possible.
Earlier in the text it was shown that the frequency shift of the cantilever is
dependent on the average force gradient acting on the cantilever tip. In this case the
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force on the tip of the cantilever can be approximated as the force on the plate of
the parallel plate capacitor and is given by





where F(z) is the force on the cantilever as a function of the height z, C is the
capacitance of the tip sample system which was described above and V is the voltage
applied between the tip and the sample. Noting that the potential between the tip
and the sample will depend on both the applied voltage used to scan through the
band gap energy and the potential due to an electron that has tunneled to the surface
from the tip (or from the surface to the tip) then the voltage (V) in equation 1.10
can be written as[12]





where VApp is the voltage applied between the tip and the sample, Coxis the capaci-
tance of the oxide layer of the film, d is the depth of the trap in the dielectric, t is the
thickness of the dielectric and e is the elementary charge of the tunneled electron.
The minus or plus sign indicates whether the surface charge is positive or negative.
Plugging 1.11 into equation 1.10 and multiplying the squared term gives









) · VApp) (1.12)




))2 term has been dropped because VApp eCox · ( t−dt ) for the
conditions under which the experiment is performed. As can be seen in equation 1.12
both terms in parentheses are dependent on the applied voltage. Unfortunately for
applied voltages near 0 V the force on the cantilever becomes vanishingly small and
detection of a tunneled electron becomes impossible. To eliminate the dependence
of the frequency shift on the applied voltage a modification of the aforementioned
spectroscopy technique is used.
Instead of simultaneously attempting to tunnel an electron between the tip and
the sample and trying to detect evidence of a tunneled electron, a three-step method-
ology is used. First an AC square wave is applied to the sample, with respect to the
11
grounded tip, to measure the sample surface potential while the tip is out of tunneling
range (~5 nm). The tip is then brought within tunneling range of the surface and an
electron is tunneled to the surface by applying a DC voltage to the sample. Finally
the surface potential is again measured by applying the AC square wave voltage to
the sample while the tip is at a tip height outside of tunneling range of the sample
(~5 nm). The difference between the surface potential measurements, made before
and after the tunneling attempt, is proportional to the number of electrons that
tunneled to the surface. During the surface potential measurement equation 1.10
will then take the form






where VSP is the average surface potential difference between the tip and the sample,
VSQ is the magnitude of the square wave voltage with respect to the grounded tip,
SQ(ωt) is a square wave that oscillates between +1 and -1 with frequency ω at time
t. Taking the square then gives




(V 2SP + V
2
SQ + 2VSPVSQSQ(ωt)) (1.14)
In the time domain it is obvious that the squared square wave term contributes only
a DC offset to the force acting on the cantilever. Using a lock-in amplifier centered on
the frequency of the square wave the DC components are thrown out and the sensed
force is now dependent only on the surface potential and the amplitude of the square
wave. Using the surface potential methodology, in place of the one employed in
reference [13], the tunneling of the electron has become decoupled from the sensing
technique making the measurement sensitivity independent of the voltage used to
tunnel. This surface potential measurement technique will be used to measure the
energy of defect trap states in several materials used as gate dielectrics. These
results will be compared to results from more traditional techniques that have been
published in the literature.
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1.5 Dielectric Materials and the MOSFET
A metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) is arguably the
most important piece of technology in modern integrated circuits, and is also an ideal
example when considering the limitations of SiO2 as a gate dielectric. Figure 1.4
shows a general schematic for a basic MOSFET device. The device has three
contacts; the source, the drain and the control gate. The source and drain contacts
are laid down on top of a semiconducting region (n-type semiconductor in the case
of Figure 1.4). Below the control gate contact is the gate oxide (gate dielectric)
under which is the channel , which in the case of Figure 1.4 is a p-type doped
semiconductor. The current, which flows from the source to the drain, is turned on
and off by changing the voltage applied to the gate with respect to the drain. When
no voltage is applied to the gate, the majority carriers (electrons) in the n-type
region below the source are not able to flow through the channel (p-type region
below the gate dielectric) to the drain. When a positive voltage is applied to the
gate electrode the p-type dielectric is put into inversion, meaning that the minority
carriers (electrons) in the p-type region are attracted toward the gate electrode. This
inversion provides a path for the electrons to flow from the source to the drain.
The energy picture for the MOS structure in Figure 1.4 can be seen in Figure 1.5.
The metal on the right represents the gate electrode, the oxide represents the gate
dielectric and the p-type semiconductor represents the channel region of the semi-
conductor that has been doped to p-type. Ec is the conduction band of the oxide and
semiconductor, Ei is the intrinsic Fermi level of the semiconductor, Ef is the Fermi
level of the p-type doped semiconductor, Ev is the valence band of the semiconductor,
d is the thickness of the gate dielectric, fm is the work function of the metal, q and fs
are the electron affinity and work function of the semiconductor, respectively, and qyB
is the difference between the intrinsic Fermi level of the semiconductor and the doped
Fermi level. A simplified version of the MOS energy diagram in Figure 1.6 shows
qualitatively how an applied voltage on the gate electrode effects the charge carriers
in the semiconducting film. Figure 1.6a shows an energy diagram of the metal oxide
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Figure 1.4: Schematic showing a very basic MOSFET device. (a) Shows the
MOSFET with no voltage applied to the gate electrode. This prevents any current
from flowing from the source to the drain. (b) Shows the MOSFET with a positive
voltage applied to the gate electrode. This puts the p-type semiconducting material
into inversion near the gate dialectic creating a channel through which current can
flow from the source to the drain.
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Figure 1.5: Energy diagram of the MOS structure of the MOSFET discussed in
Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.6: Simplified energy diagram of the MOS portion of the MOSFET shown
in Figure 1.4. (a) shows the MOS structure at flat band, with no voltage applied to
the gate electrode. (b) small positive voltage applied to the gate electrode creating
a depletion region in the p-type semiconductor. (c) large positive voltage applied
to the gate electrode creating an inversion layer in the p-type semiconductor at
the semiconductor dielectric interface. The inversion has allowed electrons into the
conduction band of the p-type semiconductor and corresponds to the condition in
figure 1.4b in which current is allowed to flow from the source of the MOSFET to
the drain.
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semiconductor MOS portion of the MOSFET structure, which corresponds with the
MOSFET shown in Figure 1.4a (no voltage applied to the gate). In Figure 1.6b
shows the MOS structure with a small positive voltage applied. The small positive
voltage creates a depletion layer in the semiconductor near the gate dielectric. This
creates a region in the semiconductor in which the majority carriers are pushed away
from the gate dielectric, however electrons are still not able to flow from the source
to the drain. Figure 1.6c shows the p-type semiconducting region when a larger
positive voltage has been applied creating a carrier inversion directly under the gate
dielectric. This inversion layer in the channel region allows current to flow from the
source to the drain, turning the MOSFET on. For further information on MOSFETs
and the physics of semiconductor devices see reference number [14].
Under ideal conditions and with perfect materials the MOSFET will work as
described above with the device switching from the on state to the off state with
no ambiguity as to whether current should or should not be flowing through the
MOSFET channel. However several problems arise due to the inevitable imperfec-
tions in the MOSFET gate dielectric. The main causes of undesirable functioning
due to defects in the gate dielectric are mobile ionic charge, fixed oxide charge,
interface trapped charge and oxide trapped charge.[14] The mobile ionic charges are
typically due to alkali ions in the gate dielectric that become mobile under high
fields or temperatures greater than approximately 100 ºC. The motion of the mobile
charge through the gate dielectric can cause shifts in the I-V characteristics of the
device.[14] The fixed oxide charge is caused by SiO2 defects typically located within
a few nanometers of the Si-SiO2 interface and with an areal density of 1010 cm-2 for
carefully prepared SiO2 gate dielectrics. Under normal operating conditions these
defects remain fixed and cannot be charge and discharged. It has been suggested
that these fixed charges are due to incomplete oxidation of the Si, which leaves ionic
Si near the Si-SiO2 interface.[14] The interface trapped charges are due to incomplete
Si-Si or Si-O bonds at the Si-SiO2 interface, and typically have energies within the
silicon band gap. In modern devices the interface trapped charge is mostly passivated
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through thermal growth techniques and hydrogen annealing. This produces defect
densities as low as 1010 cm-2.[14] Oxide trap states are the last main source of poor
device operation due to gate dielectric imperfections and can cause a pathway by
which charge carriers can hop through the dielectric film, raise or lower the device
threshold voltage and reduce carrier mobility in the channel.[14, 15, 16] These defects
are the type of imperfection that can readily be addressed by single electron tunneling
force microscopy.
1.6 Electron and Hole Traps in Dielectric Materials
The defects that hinder the operation of electronic devices are typically those
with energies that lie within the band gap of the dielectric material. The trapping
of electrons or holes by these defects locally charges the oxide and causes unreliable
operation of the MOSFET, as was mentioned in the last section. Although there
are far too many defects, both measured and predicted theoretically, to mention
in this introduction there is one important defect of note that should be briefly
mentioned since it will be of particular interest in a later chapter. This defect is
known as the E’ center, which is an oxygen vacancy on a typical four coordinated
Si atom. There is some minor debate as to the make-up of the E’ center[17, 18]
but it is generally thought to consist of one singly occupied silicon dangling bond
and one silicon dangling bond that has trapped a hole making the defect positively
charged.[19, 20] The silicon with the trapped hole puckers so that it withdraws behind
the plane of the other three oxygen atoms it is bonded to. This oxygen vacancy defect
can also exist as neutral with both Si dangling bonds occupied and as the VO2+ in
which both Si atoms have absorbed a hole.[18, 19, 20, 21] For an extensive discussion
of the E’ center as well as numerous other defects found in SiO2, Si3N4 and HfO2 see
references [17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24].
The characterization of trap states in dielectric materials has been undertaken for
decades using numerous techniques, which include I-V,[25, 26, 27] charge pumping,[28]
capacitance measurements[29] and optical absorption.[30, 31, 32, 33] Unfortunately
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these standard techniques do not allow for characterization of trap states with atomic
scale spatial resolution, or the characterization of single trap states in dielectric
materials. STM has been used to characterize trap states in thin film dielectrics
with atomic scale spatial resolution.[34, 35, 36, 37] However, as was stated earlier
the need for a constant current of at least 1 pA requires that the dielectric material
be either very thin or have a large enough number of defect states. SETFS is thus
well suited to provide new information about trap states in dielectric materials that
has not been available due to the limitations of more traditional techniques.
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CHAPTER 2
LOCALIZED DEFECT STATES IN SILICON
DIOXIDE AND SILICON NITRIDE FILMS
2.1 Local Apparent Density of Trap States in SiO2 and
Si3N4 Films Studied by Single Electron
Tunneling Force Spectroscopy
This chapter contains a paper that was published in Journal of Applied Physics
(jap.aip.org) Vol. 110, Num. 114102 (2011) entitled Local density of trap states
in SiO2 and Si3N 4 films studied by single electron tunneling force spectroscopy by
Dustin Winslow and Clayton Williams.1 The paper discusses a novel spectroscopy
technique developed in the Williams lab, which was used to characterize electron and
hole trap states in SiO2 and Si3N4. The paper has been reformatted to match the
format of this dissertation.
The local apparent density of trap states measured by the Single Electron Tun-
neling Force Spectroscopy (SETFS) technique are compared to the theoretically
predicted trap state energies found in the literature. Additionally the spectra mea-
sured by SETFS is compared to the density of trap states measured by traditional
measurement techniques and reported in the literature. The SETFS spectra is
shown to be in good agreement with the experimental and theoretical literature and
additionally identifies several states that have not been reported in the experimental
literature.
It should be noted that the paper contained in this chapter was published after
the paper discussed in the next chapter. This reordering was done to preserve the
1Reprinted with permission from Journal of Applied Physics 110, 114102. Copyright 2011,
American Institute of Physics.
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flow of the chapters in the dissertation.
2.1.1 Abstract
Standard methods used to characterize defect states in dielectric films generally
provide spatially averaged defect information. The development of single electron
tunneling force spectroscopy provides for the measurement of local apparent density
of trap states with atomic scale spatial resolution. In this article, local apparent
density of trap states measurements recently obtained on both silicon dioxide and
silicon nitride are presented. Local apparent density of states data observed by this
method varies from one location to another. The local spectra are compared with
previous measurements and theoretical predictions found in the literature.
2.1.2 Introduction
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) and silicon nitride (Si3N4) have been used as dielectric films
in electronic devices for decades and have been studied extensively during this time.[1]
Many standard techniques have been applied to characterize the trap states in the
band gap of these dielectric films, including I-V,[2, 3, 4], charge pumping,[5] capaci-
tance measurements[6] and optical absorption.[7, 8, 9, 10] However, these techniques
do not typically provide information about the atomic scale spatial distribution of the
trap states. Additionally, many do not probe trap states that lie near the conduction
or valence bands or states very near the surface of the dielectric.
Nanometer scale measurements have been made on dielectric films using a scan-
ning tunneling microscope (STM).[11, 12, 13, 14] However STM requires very thin
films or a high enough density of defect states to allow for a measurable current
between the tip and substrate. These requirements limit the ability of an STM to
measure defect states in thicker dielectric films, or to characterize single, electrically
isolated defect states.
Single electron tunneling force spectroscopy (SETFS)[15, 16, 17] was developed
to characterize electrically isolated trap states with atomic scale spatial resolution.
SETFS allows the energy of single defect states within the band-gap to be probed
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on nonconductive films with subnanometer spatial resolution by varying the applied
voltage between the tip and sample substrate. As the voltage applied between the
metalized AFM probe tip and the sample is varied, electrons are able to elastically
tunnel into (and out of) electronic trap states[16, 17, 18] (see Figure 2.1). Any
charge which has tunneled to (or from) the surface modifies the surface potential of
the sample and creates an additional force gradient on the tip, shifting the resonant
frequency of the AFM cantilever, and enabling detection of the tunneling events.
Another AFM based method has also demonstrated single electron tunneling to
prepared quantum dots and trap states in thick dielectric films.[19, 20] However, this
method relies on tunneling from the sample substrate, and therefore does not provide
atomic scale spatial resolution.
2.1.3 Method
The SiO2 sample used in this study is a 10 nm thick film, grown on a p-type
Si substrate. The Si3N4 sample used is a 20 nm thick film grown on a n-type Si
substrate. The SETFS measurements are performed in vacuum (~10-9 Torr). Each
sample is prepared by ultrasonic cleaning in acetone and isopropyl alcohol, after
which the sample is rinsed with de-ionized water and blown dry with nitrogen. Once
in the UHV chamber, the sample is heated to 350 °C for 45 minutes to drive off
any organic material on the sample surface. After the sample is cooled to room
temperature in vacuum, the tip is moved to a height of 5.4 nm above the sample
surface and an AC square wave (3 Vpeak at ~ 300 Hz) is applied to measure the
surface potential of the sample.[17, 21] A DC offset voltage applied to the sample
is adjusted until the flatband condition is reached (average tip potential equal to
sample surface potential). Once the flatband condition is achieved, the AC square
wave is turned off and the system is ready to start the spectroscopic measurements.
Under ideal conditions (uncharged, atomically clean surface) the voltage required
to reach flatband is only dependent on the work function (F) of the metal of the
tip and the electron affinity of the dielectric material (q). The tip used during
the measurements has a platinum coating with work function FPt = 5.65 eV.[22]
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Figure 2.1: Illustration showing states in the band gap of the dielectric that satisfy
the conditions for tunneling. Lines indicate trap states. Circles indicate filled states.
As the voltage applied to the sample is varied, the electrons elastically tunnel between
the states in the metal tip and the defect states in the dielectric film.
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The electron affinity for SiO2 is qSiO2 = 0.8 eV.[23] This puts the Fermi level of
the platinum tip 0.35 eV below the middle of the band gap of SiO2. The electron
affinity for Si3N4 is qSi3N4 = 2.1 eV,[24] which places the Fermi level of the tip 0.9 eV
below the Si3N4 mid-gap. However since the samples used in this experiment were
not prepared to be atomically clean (~10-9 Torr), it has been assumed that, at the
measured flatband voltage, the Fermi level of the tip is approximately at the middle
of the band gap for both dielectric films.
A graphical representation of the SETFS methodology can be seen in Figure 2.2,
which shows the case for electron injection, from tip to sample. However, the same
principles apply to the electron extraction case (negative applied voltages). All volt-
ages are applied to the sample with respect to the voltage required to reach flatband.
The spectroscopy measurements are started immediately after the aforementioned
flatband adjustment (5.4 nm tip/sample gap). To perform the spectroscopic mea-
surements, the tip is placed at the measurement location and the AC square wave
is applied to measure the local surface potential, and is then turned off. A DC
tunneling voltage (VApp) is applied to the sample, and the tip/sample gap is reduced
to 0.8 nm (tunneling range). If an empty trap state exists in the dielectric film,
at or below the Fermi-level of the probe, an electron will elastically tunnel from
the tip to the sample. After a 30 ms tunneling attempt time, the tip is retracted
(5.4 nm, out of tunneling range) and the DC voltage is turned off. The AC square
wave is again applied between the tip and sample to measure the surface potential.
The difference in surface potential before and after the tunneling attempt is directly
proportional to the number of electrons that tunneled during the tunneling attempt.
This cycle is then repeated, with incrementally larger applied tunneling voltages.
The differential surface potential before and after each tunneling attempt, plotted
against the tip-surface gap voltage, provides the relative apparent density of trap
states in the band gap.
To establish a proper energy scale for these measurements the applied voltage
must be scaled to the voltage dropped across the tip-sample gap. To accomplish
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Figure 2.2: Diagram showing the applied voltages as a function of time. The energy
spectrum of band gap states are probed by (a) first increasing the sample/tip gap
to 5.4 nm and turning on an AC square wave to measure the surface potential. (b)
The AC square wave is turned off and a DC voltage is applied to the tip to induce
tunneling. The tip is brought into tunneling range of the sample and is stopped at
a minimum tunneling gap (0.8nm). The tip sits at the minimum gap for a dwell
time of 30 ms after which the tip is again moved out to 5.4 nm and the DC voltage
is turned off. (c) The surface potential is again measured and the cycle is repeated
with increasing applied voltages (d-f).
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this, a parallel plate capacitor model[17] is applied. In this one-dimensional model,






where z is the minimum tunneling gap, t is the dielectric thickness (10 nm and 20 nm
for SiO2 and Si3N4, respectively), k is the dielectric constant (3.9 and 7 for SiO2 and
Si3N4, respectively)[1] and VApp is the voltage applied to the sample with respect to
the flatband voltage. This one dimensional model has been shown to be adequate
for these measurements.[18]
During this study, the trap states in the band gap are probed by first applying
a tunneling voltage of 0 V to the sample, with respect to flatband. The applied
tunneling voltage is then incrementally increased (decreased) in 2 V steps until, for
the case of the SiO2, + 20 V (-20 V) is reached, and in the case of the Si3N4, +14 V
(-14 V) is reached. Using the scaling model with the conditions described above,
these voltages produce a tip-surface gap voltage of +4.76 V (-4.76 V) for SiO2 and
+3.06 V (-3.06 V) for Si3N4, which places the tip Fermi-level just above (below) the
conduction (valence) mobility edges. This scaling indicates that the apparent density
of states is sampled with an energy step size (gap voltage step size) of 0.48 eV in the
SiO2 measurements and and 0.44 eV for the case of Si3N4.
2.1.4 Results and Discussion
SETFS measurements were taken at many locations on both the SiO2 and Si3N4
samples. The relative apparent density of states is found by differentially subtracting
the surface potential values before and after each tunneling attempt. In Figure 2.3,
six local apparent density of trap state curves can be seen for SiO2. Note that the
error at each point in the individual spectrum is smaller than the data points shown.
Above mid-gap several peaks are easily identified. The green curve (square) shows
a peak at 4.1 eV, which corresponds nicely with a defect state predicted by O’ Reilly et
al.[25] This predicted state has also been identified by optical absorption.[26] Slightly
lower in energy two peaks can be seen in both the black curve (circle) and red curve
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Figure 2.3: Six representative plots (three above and three below mid-gap) of the
local apparent density of trap states in the SiO2 band gap.
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(down triangle), at approximately 3.7 eV. There is no experimental evidence in the
literature that points to the existence of this state. We believe, however, that this
3.7 eV peak may be the same state we identified at 4.1 eV, but physically deeper
in the oxide. This can be justified by using the analysis described in the paper by
Johnson.[27] The energy scale used in these measurement is calculated using the
voltage dropped between the tip and the trap state. Since the depth of the states is
unknown, an assumption is made that the trap states are at the sample surface, which
does not take into account the additional voltage dropped in the oxide (between the
sample surface and the deeper states). This causes a deeper state to “appear” at a
scaled energy which is closer to the middle of the gap than its actual energy.[27] If
the 4.1 eV state is approximately 0.5 nm below the sample surface, it will appear at
an energy of 3.7 eV during the spectroscopy measurements.
Two more peaks, one at 2.8 eV in the green curve (square) and one at 2.4 eV in the
black curve (circle), do not correspond with any experimental data in the literature,
however they do line up with defects predicted theoretically to be between 1 eV and
2 eV below the SiO2 conduction band.[25] It is also possible that these peaks are due
to the 4.1 eV state but at an oxide depth approximately 2.5 nm below the sample
surface. The red curve (down triangle) also has a shoulder that spans from 1.5 eV to
about 2.5 eV. This shoulder lines up nicely with the state found by photon stimulated
tunneling I-V curves.[28] It should be noted that additional states predicted to be
just above the middle of the band gap[25, 29] are not observed in these SETFS
measurements. These states are predicted to exist near the Si-SiO2 interface. Due
to the 10 nm thickness of the SiO2 film, these states are out of tunneling range.
Below mid-gap in both the blue (diamond) and pink (hexagon) traces there
is a small shoulder from approximately -1.5 eV to -2.2 eV. This shoulder may be
associated with a state 2.1 eV from the valence band that was predicted by O’ Reilly
and Robertson.[25] The blue curve (diamond) has additional peaks at both -2.8 eV
and -3.6 eV with a peak separation of about 0.8 eV. The pink curve (hexagon) has
a peak at both -3.2 eV and -4.2 eV with a separation of ~1.0 eV. These peaks are
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likely due to states that can take a range of energies depending on bond length,
which were previously predicted by Nicklaw et al.[29] The yellow curve (up triangle)
corroborates the idea that the states near the valence band cover a range of energies
as no single identifiable peaks can be seen. The existence of several closely spaced
defect states near the valence band has also been predicted by O’ Reilly et al.[25]
Several luminescence bands have been correlated to these predictions.[30, 31]
Figure 2.4 shows the SiO2 apparent density of states averaged over measurements
taken at 60 locations on the sample. The error bars indicate the standard deviation
for each data point. The larger apparent noise in the average spectra as compared
to the individual spectrum is because of the variation between each individual mea-
surement area. Additionally not all spectrum were taken with the same AFM tip.
The difference in tip sample interaction, due to the various tips, also contributes to
the greater error in the averaged spectrum. Above mid-gap, individual peaks have
become indiscernible and only a single broad peak is apparent. This inhomogeneous
broadening is due to spatial averaging over local variations in the film and over
depth shifted state energies. The peak, however, corresponds nicely with the state
predicted by theory[25], at 4.1 eV, and identified by optical absorption.[26]
Below mid-gap, any evidence of the individual peaks is washed out as well. The
average fits nicely with previous theory, which predicts many, closely spaced (in
energy) states a few eV below mid-gap.[25, 29]
Figure 2.5 shows six apparent density of trap states curves for Si3N4. Again the
error at each point in the individual spectrum is smaller than the data points shown.
All measured apparent density of states curves taken above mid-gap show a peak at
approximately 2.3 eV. The fact that this peak is always found at 2.3 eV implies that
it is likely due to a true surface state, and does not occur deeper in the oxide. As was
discussed earlier, when a state exists at a greater depth, its apparent energy is shifted
toward the middle of the gap. The 2.3 eV state observed in the data below is likely
the one predicted by Pacchioni et al., which was found using Density Functional
Theory (DFT) to be 4.9 eV above the Si3N4 valence band.[32] This would put the
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Figure 2.4: Spatially averaged apparent density of states for SiO2. The spectrum is
the average of 60 local measurements obtained at different locations on the sample
surface. The error bars indicate the standard deviation from the mean for each data
point.
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Figure 2.5: Six representative plots (three above and three below mid-gap) of the
relative apparent density of trap states in the Si3N4 band gap.
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state 2.25 eV above the middle of the band gap, matching well to the obvious peak
at 2.3 eV in Figure 2.5. This state is a dangling bond surface state similar to the
one found at the surface of SiO2.[32] This may explain why the individual measured
apparent density of states curves have a sharp peak at approximately 2.3 eV.
About one half of the spectra obtained at different locations show a shoulder
from about 1.2 eV to 1.5 eV (Figure 2.5). This shoulder may be the state predicted
by Robertson[33] at 4.2 eV above the valence band, which would be 1.6 eV above
the middle of the gap. This would place the state within the 0.44 eV sampling
resolution of our data. Another very small peak can be seen in one of the spectra
(downward triangle) at about 0.5 eV above mid-gap. This peak appeared in about
one third of the spectra and may be a state predicted by theory[33] and measured
experimentally[34] to be at 0.5 eV above the middle of the band gap.
Below mid-gap there are three readily identifiable peaks. The pink curve (hexagon)
shows two peaks, one at -1.3 eV below mid-gap and the other at -2.2 eV below
mid-gap. The yellow curve (up triangle) has evidence of the -1.3 eV peak (as a very
small shoulder) and an obvious peak at -2.2 eV. The blue curve (diamond) shows a
peak at -1.6 eV. The peak at -2.2 eV shows up in about one third of the spectra and
lines up very nicely with a state that has been predicted by theory.[33] The existence
of this type of defect, a singly occupied nitrogen vacancy, has been confirmed by
EPR.[35] The -1.6 eV peak appears four times in the 30 spectra taken below mid-gap.
Additionally a series of broad peaks (not shown) between -1.5 eV and -2.2 eV appear
in approximately one third of the spectra taken. Given the 0.44 eV energy sampling
step size, it is likely that the series of broad peaks along with the identifiable peaks
at -1.6 eV are likely due to versions of the -2.2 eV state at physically greater depths
in the Si3N4 film. The -1.3 eV peak occurs either as a single peak or shoulder in one
half of the spectra taken, and is evidence of a state -1.3 eV below the Si3N4 mid-gap.
In each instance of this peak there is no evidence of depth broadening, which implies
that the state is likely a true surface state. Additionally the -1.3 eV peak cannot be
due to a physically deeper version of the nitrogen vacancy state that was detected
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at -2.2 eV, because the depth required to produce this energy shift would put the
state out of tunneling range. Evidence of a state at -1.3 eV, either theoretical or
experimental, was not found in the literature.
Figure 2.6 shows the spatially averaged Si3N4 apparent density of states obtained
at 60 locations on the sample. The error bars indicate the standard deviation for each
data point. As with the averaged SiO2 spectra shown in Figure 2.4, the averaged
Si3N4 spectrum shown in Figure 2.6 is quite broad and does not show the individual
peaks observed in Figure 2.5. Only a single broad peak centered at about 2.3 eV
above mid-gap is seen, which is at the energy of the state earlier posited to be a
true surface state. There is a clear peak centered around -1.9 eV below mid-gap.
This peak could be associated with states at -2.2 eV,[33] but broadened by a range
of physical depths in the film.
2.1.5 Conclusion
Apparent density of states measurements have been acquired with atomic scale
spatial resolution using single electron tunneling force spectroscopy, on both silicon
dioxide and silicon nitride films. A spatial variation in the apparent density of trap
states in both films is apparent from the data. Many states in both films have been
linked to corresponding states observed by other experimental methods or predicted
by theoretical calculations. A variation in state depth has been posited to explain the
tendency of some peaks to appear at an energy closer to mid-gap than is discussed in
the literature. Additionally a state at -1.3 eV below the middle of the gap in Si3N4
has been found by single electron tunneling force spectroscopy, which is not found
in the literature either experimentally or theoretically, and cannot be explained by
depth broadening. It is proposed that this state may be a true surface state.
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Figure 2.6: Average apparent density of states for Si3N4. The spectrum is averaged
from 60 individual spectra locations on the sample surface. The error bars indicate
the standard deviation from the mean for each averaged data point.
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CHAPTER 3
LOCALIZED DEFECT STATES IN
HAFNIUM OXIDE FILMS
3.1 Nanometer Scale Study of HfO2 Trap States Using
Single Electron Tunneling Force Spectroscopy
This chapter contains a paper that was published in Applied Physics Letters
(apl.aip.org) Vol. 98, Num. 172903 (2011) entitled Nanometer scale study of HfO2
trap states using single electron tunneling force spectroscopy by Dustin Winslow, Jon
Paul Johnson and Clayton Williams.1 The paper discusses the first measurements
made on a dielectric material using a novel spectroscopy technique developed in
the Williams lab. The paper has been reformatted to match the format of this
dissertation.
The local apparent density of trap states measured in HfO2 by the Single Electron
Tunneling Force Spectroscopy (SETFS) technique are compared to the theoretically
predicted trap state energies found in the literature. Additionally the spectra mea-
sured by SETFS is compared to the density of trap states measured by traditional
measurement techniques and reported in the literature. The SETFS spectra is
shown to be in good agreement with the experimental and theoretical literature
and additionally identifies states that have not been reported in the experimental
literature.
The paper contained in this chapter was published before the paper discussed in
the previous chapter. This reordering was done to preserve the flow of the chapters
in the dissertation.




Standard methods to characterize trap states in dielectric films typically provide
spatially averaged measurements. The development of Single Electron Tunneling
Force Spectroscopy has provided for the measurement of the energy of single trap
states with atomic scale spatial resolution. In this letter, data taken on HfO2 films
using this method is presented and discussed. Analysis of individual spectra shows
that there is spatial variation in the apparent density of trap states in these films. The
spectra found by averaging data obtained from forty different locations shows good
agreement with data taken via standard methods and with theoretical predictions.
3.1.2 Article
High-K dielectric materials play a critical role in modern electronic devices, hav-
ing been introduced to continue the scaling of device size.[1] Various techniques have
been developed to characterize trap states in dielectric materials, including I-V,[2, 3,
4] charge pumping,[5] capacitance measurements[6] and optical absorption.[7, 8, 9, 10]
However the use of these techniques is typically limited to areas much greater than
one square micrometer, which cannot provide information about the atomic scale
spatial distribution of trap states. Additionally, many of these approaches cannot
probe states that lie near the conduction and valence bands.
Nanometer scale measurements can be made on dielectric films using a scanning
tunneling microscope (STM).[11, 12, 13, 14] However STM requires very thin films
on conducting substrates, or a high enough density of defect states to allow for
a measurable current between the tip and substrate. These requirements limit
the ability of a STM to measure defect states in thicker dielectric films, and to
characterize single, electrically isolated defect states.
Another Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) based method provides for tunneling
to single defect states in thick dielectric films.[15, 16] However this method relies
on tunneling from the sample substrate to the defect states, and therefore does not
allow for atomic scale spatial resolution.
Single Electron Tunneling Force Spectroscopy (SETFS)[17, 18] is based on force
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detected single electron tunneling.[19] It was developed to allow for tunneling between
electrically isolated trap states and a metalized AFM tip, with nanometer scale
resolution. SETFS allows the energy of single defect states within the band gap to
be probed on nonconductive films. Figure 3.1 shows that as the voltage between the
metalized AFM probe tip and the sample is varied, electrons are able to elastically
tunnel into (and out of) trap states. Added charge near or at the surface creates
an additional force gradient on the tip, shifting the resonant frequency of the AFM
cantilever, and enabling detection of the tunneling events. The change in surface
potential is proportional to the number of electrons added to or removed from the
surface by tunneling. In this work the SETFS technique is used to probe the apparent
density of trap states in a HfO2 film.
The samples used in this study are 3.2 nm HfO2 films grown on a 1.5 nm SiO2
film on a Si substrate. The samples were rapid thermal annealed (RTA) at 1000 °C
for five seconds. The SETFS measurements are obtained at room temperature in
vacuum (~10-9 Torr) using an Omicron Multiprobe S Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM) system. Each sample is prepared by ultrasonic wash and rinse in acetone
and isopropyl alcohol, after which the sample is rinsed with de-ionized water and
blown dry with N2. Once in the UHV chamber the sample is heated to 350 °C for
45 minutes to drive off any organic material on the sample surface. After the sample
is cooled to room temperature, under vacuum, the AFM tip is moved to a height of
5.4 nm above the sample surface and an AC square wave (3 Vpeak at ~ 300 Hz) is
applied to measure the surface potential of the sample using the method described in
references [17] and [20]. A DC offset voltage applied to the sample is adjusted until
the flatband condition is reached (tip potential equal to surface potential). Once this
condition is achieved the AC square wave is turned off and the system is ready to
start the spectroscopic measurements.
It should be noted that under ideal conditions (atomically clean surfaces), the flat-
band condition is dependent only on the work function of the Pt tip, FPt = 5.65 eV[21],
and the electron affinity of the HfO2, qHfO2 = 2.0 eV[22]. Since the band gap of HfO2
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Figure 3.1: States in the band gap that satisfy the conditions for tunneling. Circles
indicate filled states. As the voltage applied to the sample is varied, the electrons
can elastically tunnel between the metal tip and the trap states in the film.
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is ~ 5.8 eV,[1] under these ideal conditions, the Fermi-level of the Pt tip would lie
approximately 0.75 eV below the middle of the HfO2 band gap. Since our tips and
samples are not prepared to be atomically clean (chamber pressure 10-9 Torr), we
have assumed that the Fermi-level of the tip is near the middle of the band gap of
the HfO2 under the flatband condition.
A graphical representation of the methodology can be seen in Figure 3.2, which
shows the case of electron injection; however the same principles apply to the ex-
traction case (negative applied voltages). All voltages are applied to the sample with
respect to the voltage required to reach flatband. The spectroscopy measurements
are started with the tip at a height of 5.4 nm with respect to the sample surface.
The AC square wave is applied to measure the surface potential, and is then turned
off. A DC tunneling voltage is applied to the sample with respect to the tip, and
the tip/sample gap is reduced to 0.8 nm (tunneling range). If an empty trap state
exists in the dielectric film, at or below the Fermi-level of the tip, an electron will
elastically tunnel from the tip to the sample. After a 30 ms tunneling attempt
time, the tip is retracted (5.4 nm, out of tunneling range) and the DC voltage is
turned off. The AC square wave is again applied between the tip and sample to
measure the surface potential. The difference in surface potential before and after the
tunneling attempt is directly proportional to the number of electrons that tunneled
during the tunneling attempt. This cycle is then repeated, with incrementally larger
applied tunneling voltages. The differential surface potential before and after each
tunneling attempt, plotted against the tip-surface gap voltage, provides the relative
apparent density of trap states in the band gap. The full band gap is probed by then
incrementally increasing (decreasing) the DC tunneling attempt voltage in 1 volt
steps until the band edges are reached. To establish a proper energy scale for these
measurements the applied voltage must be scaled to the voltage dropped across the
tip-sample gap. To accomplish this a parallel plate capacitor model[17] is used. In
this one dimensional model, the voltage dropped between the tip and trap states at
the surface is given by
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Figure 3.2: Diagram showing the applied voltages as a function of time. The
energy spectrum of band gap states are probed by (a) increasing the sample/tip gap
to 5.4 nm and turning on an AC square wave to measure the surface potential. (b)
AC square wave is turned off, DC voltage is applied to the tip to induce tunneling.
The tip/sample gap is reduced to 0.8 nm (tunneling range). The tip is stationary
for a dwell time of 30 ms then is moved out to 5.4 nm and the DC voltage is turned










where z is the minimum tunneling gap, t1 and t2 are the thicknesses of the SiO2
and HfO2 films, respectively, k1 and k2 are the dielectric constants of the SiO2 and
HfO2 films, respectively, and VAPP is the voltage applied to the sample with respect
to the voltage that establishes the flatband condition. Under the sample conditions
described above, an applied voltage of +10 V (-10 V) creates a tip-surface gap voltage
difference of +5.95 V (-5.95 V), which places the tip Fermi-level above (below) the
conduction (valence) mobility edges.
To determine if a parallel plate model is a reasonable model to calculate the
voltage dropped in the gap, it was compared to a sphere-plate capacitor model[23].
With a 30 nm radius of curvature of the tip, a maximum error of 2% between the
parallel plate model and that of the sphere-plate model was found when tunneling
occurs within a 1 nm radius of the tip apex. Since the states that are being probed
are of subnanometer dimensions,[24] the parallel plate model is sufficient.
SETFS measurements were taken at 40 locations on the HfO2 sample. The
relative apparent density of states is found for each applied voltage by differentially
subtracting the surface potential values before and after each tunneling attempt.
The results are plotted in Figure 3.3. Six representative apparent density of states
traces, three above and three below flatband, each obtained at a different location,
are shown. Note that the error at each point in the individual spectrum is smaller
than the data points shown.
The six traces in Figure 3.3 (chosen as representatives of a set of forty measure-
ments) show some similarities. All of the traces above mid-gap show a sharp rise in
the apparent density of states at about 2.0 eV. There is an identifiable broad peak,
below mid-gap, between -1.5 eV and -2.7 eV, which appears in all measurements made
at all locations. There are also identifiable differences between each representative
apparent density of states trace. Above mid-gap there is a small shoulder at about
+1 eV (squares) that appears in only 1/3 of the measurement locations. This shoulder
is not apparent in the literature, and may be due to surface states that are not
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Figure 3.3: Representative plots of the apparent density of trap states within the
band gap of HfO2. The vertical, dotted line at -3 eV represents the valence band,
while the one at +3 eV represents the conduction band.
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detectable by traditional techniques. Although the traces below mid-gap all contain
the broad peak, the peak has a significantly different shape for each trace. The
difference in the apparent density of states traces for data taken at different locations
is due to the inhomogeneous spatial distribution of defect states in the film.
The complete set of 40 measurements is averaged to compare with traditional
techniques that measure the average apparent density of trap states (Figure 3.4).
The average apparent density of trap states has a broad peak, which has a maximum
at about +2.7 eV (0.3 eV below the conduction band). This peak corresponds well
with the trap state measured by I-V curves,[4] charge pumping[5] and spectroscopic
ellipsometry[25] at this energy. This state has also been theoretically predicted by
Xiong et al.[26]
The broadening of the +2.7 eV peak is most likely due to the variation in physical
depth of defect states in this energy range. In the apparent density of states data,
the energy spectrum has been scaled using the voltage dropped between the tip
and the trap. Since the depth of the states is unknown, an assumption is made
that the trap states are at the sample surface, which does not take into account
the additional voltage dropped in the oxide (between the sample surface and the
deeper states). This causes such states to “appear” with an energy closer to the
middle of the gap. In future measurements, this broadening can be eliminated using
a recently demonstrated method, which provides for an independent determination
of both the depth and energy of the states measured.[27] The presence of the lower
apparent density peak (1/3 of the locations) at +1 eV may also cause broadening of
the shoulder of the 2.7 eV peak in Figure 3.3.
Below mid-gap a broad peak from -1.5 eV to -2.7 eV is apparent. This broad
peak may be associated with oxygen interstitial states, predicted by Xiong et al.[26]
to be within 1 eV of the HfO2 valence band. One of these states, a p* state has been
identified experimentally via electron spin resonance by Kang et al.[28]
In summary the apparent density of states in HfO2 has been measured by Single
Electron Tunneling Force Spectroscopy. The spectrum obtained by averaging spectra
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Figure 3.4: Apparent density of HfO2 trap states averaged over 40 measurements
locations. Of note is the peak at about +2.7 eV and the broad peak that spans from
about -1.5 eV to -2.7 eV.
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from many different locations shows a clear peak approximately 0.3 eV below the
conduction band, which corresponds nicely with a defect state measured by stan-
dard I-V, charge pumping and spectroscopic ellipsometry methods. A broad peak
from -1.5 eV to -2.7 eV has been identified and is in agreement with theory. The
SETFS technique is sensitive to low density trap states, is able to measure states on
completely nonconducting films, and provides information on trap state energy with
nanometer scale spatial resolution.
The authors would like to thank the Semiconductor Research Corporation and
IBM for funding this work and M. Frank and S. Zafar of IBM, T.J. Watson Research
Center, for helpful discussions and for providing the HfO2 samples.
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The role of electron trap states in solid state memory devices has become more
important in recent decades. To further the understanding of these defect states with
atomic scale spatial resolution, single electron tunneling force spectroscopy has been
developed and used to probe the charging behavior of electron trap states in HfO2
films on a nanometer scale. Evidence of reversible and irreversible electron tunneling
behavior is apparent in states both above and below the middle of the HfO2 band
gap. Evidence of irreversible charging of the HfO2 trap states will be discussed and
compared to the literature. A possible mechanism is proposed to explain the behavior
of the charge in the dielectric film.
4.2 Introduction
The increased use of solid state drives as primary information storage devices
and the use of high-K dielectrics[1] in electronic devices has motivated the study
of electronic trap states. These defect states can cause undesirable behavior in
solid state electronic devices through a reduction in carrier mobility in the channel,
shifting of threshold voltage and an increase in leakage current.[2] Single Electron
Tunneling Force Spectroscopy (SETFS) is well suited as a technique to study the
behavior of charge in these trap states, because of its ability to inject and extract
charge into electron traps in completely nonconducting films with atomic scale spatial
resolution.[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] In this study, SETFS is used to fill or empty electron trap
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states in the HfO2 band gap, and incrementally observe charge relaxation occurring
in the films.
4.3 Method
Single Electron Tunneling Force Spectroscopy (SETFS)[3, 4, 6] is based on force
detected single electron tunneling.[9, 10] It was developed to characterize individual,
electrically isolated electron trap states with nanometer scale spatial resolution.
Single electron tunneling occurs between a metalized AFM tip and these trap states.
As the voltage between the AFM probe tip and the sample is varied, electrons are able
to elastically tunnel into (and out of) trap states in the dielectric film. The tunneling
events to states near or at the dielectric surface create an additional force gradient
on the tip, shifting the resonant frequency of the AFM cantilever, and enabling
detection of the tunneling events.[3] The change in surface potential is proportional
to the number of electrons added to or removed from the trap states by tunneling.
The samples characterized in this study are 3.2 nm HfO2 films grown on a 1.5 nm
SiO2 film on a Si substrate. Before the measurement, the samples were treated with
a rapid thermal anneal at 1000 °C for 5 seconds. The SETFS measurements are
obtained at room temperature in vacuum (~10-9 Torr) using an Omicron Multiprobe
S Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) system. Each sample is prepared by ultrasonic
wash and rinsed in acetone and isopropyl alcohol, after which the sample is rinsed
with de-ionized water and blown dry with nitrogen. Once in the UHV chamber the
sample is heated to 350 °C for 45 minutes to drive off any organic material on the
sample surface. After the sample is cooled to room temperature, under vacuum,
the AFM tip is moved to a height of 5.4 nm above the sample surface and an AC
square wave (3 Vpeak at ~ 300 Hz) is applied to measure the surface potential of
the sample.[3, 4, 6] A DC offset voltage applied to the sample is adjusted until the
flat band condition is reached (tip potential equal to surface potential). Once this
condition is achieved the AC square wave is turned off and the system is ready to
start the spectroscopic measurements.
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A graphical representation of the waveforms used during the spectroscopic method
can be seen in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows a toy model representing the occupation
of the trap states during the different portions of the spectroscopic measurement.
With the tip at a height of 5.4 nm with respect to the sample surface, the AC square
wave is applied to measure the initial surface potential and is then turned off. A DC
tunneling voltage (injection voltage) is applied to the sample to induce tunneling of
electrons from the tip to the sample, and the tip/sample gap is reduced to 0.8 nm
(tunneling range). If an empty trap state exists in the dielectric film, at or below the
Fermi-level of the tip, an electron will elastically tunnel from the tip to the sample
(Figure 4.2a). After a 30 ms tunneling attempt time, the tip is retracted (5.4 nm,
out of tunneling range) and the DC voltage is turned off. The AC square wave is
again applied between the tip and sample to measure the surface potential. After
the surface potential is measured the AC square wave is turned off and a second
DC tunneling voltage is applied, which has a smaller magnitude than the injection
voltage previously applied. The tip is again moved within tunneling range of the
sample (0.8 nm). During this tunneling attempt, electrons in states with energy
between the first energy and the second energy will be extracted, by tunneling back
to the AFM tip (Figure 4.2c). After this attempt (partial extraction) to extract
charge in this energy range the tip is moved back out of tunneling range and the DC
voltage is turned off. The AC square wave is again applied and the surface potential is
measured. Next a DC voltage of 0.0 VApp is applied to the sample with respect to the
applied flat band voltage and the tip is brought into contact with the sample surface
with height feedback turned on. This step serves two purposes, the first being that
it re-establishes the tip height with respect to the sample surface, which zeros height
drift that has occurred during the measurement. Second, it should clear the surface
of any injected electrons that have remained after the partial extraction tunneling
attempt, and leave the sample ready for the next injection measurement. This last
tunneling attempt will be referred to the reset attempt, because it is intended to reset
the state occupation back to its condition before the injection and partial extraction
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Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of a single measurement cycle. (a) The initial
surface potential is measured, (b) Injection DC voltage is applied and the tip is
moved within tunneling range of the sample, (c) tip moved out, DC is turned off
and the surface potential is measured. (d) Partial extraction DC voltage applied
and some of the injected electrons tunnel back to the tip. (e) Surface potential is
measured, then the tip is brought into contact with 0 V DC applied with respect to
flat band to clear any extracted charge and reset tip height.
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Figure 4.2: Graphical representation showing the tip-gap-sample system during
the relaxation experiment. (a) A positive DC voltage is applied to the sample and
electrons are able to elastically tunnel to the previously unoccupied trap states.
(b) The gap is increased the DC voltage is turned off and the surface potential is
measured. (c) A voltage lower than the voltage applied in part (a), but greater than
0 V is applied. Any electrons occupying trap states between the applied voltages in
(a) and (c) will tunnel back to the tip from the trap states. (d) The DC voltage is
turned off, the gap is increased and the surface potential is measured.
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tunneling attempts were made. To probe the entire band gap this cycle is executed
repeatedly for varying values of the applied injection voltages and applied partial
extraction voltages. For the measurements discussed herein the applied injection
voltages ranged between 1.0 VApp and 5.0 VApp (-1.0 VApp, -5.0 VApp), in increments
of 1 VApp, while the applied partial extraction voltages ranged between 0.0 VApp
with respect to the the flat band voltage and 1.0 VApp closer to the middle of the
band gap than the previous applied injection voltage. For further clarity Figure 4.3
shows an example of the voltage array used to probe the relaxation of charge injected
with an applied injection voltage of 4 V. The array has three separate voltages, the
injection voltages represented by an “I”, the partial extraction voltages represented
by a “PE” and a reset voltage, which is equal to the initial flat band voltage, and
is represented by an “R”. It should be noted that for voltages below the middle of
the band gap the initial applied voltage extracts (extraction attempt) electrons from
the HfO2 trap states and the subsequent applied voltage attempts to inject (partial
injection attempt) these extracted electrons back into the unfilled states.
To establish the proper energy scale for these measurements the applied voltage
must be scaled to the voltage dropped across the tip/sample gap. In this study a one
dimensional parallel plate model is used to accomplish this, which has been shown to
approximate the tip/sample system well.[7] In the case of the sample in this study an
applied voltage of 5 V (-5 V) produces a gap voltage of approximately 2.8 V (-2.8 V),
which allows the entire band gap of the HfO2 to be probed.
4.4 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.4 shows a charge relaxation spectra for HfO2 above the middle of the
band gap taken at a single position on the sample surface. The red dashed line
represents the surface potential after an injection attempt has been made, the blue
dotted line is the surface potential after the partial extraction attempt and the black
line is the surface potential measured after the tip has been placed on the surface with
0.0 V applied (reset attempt). It should be noted that each vertical bin in Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.3: A representation of a voltage array used to probe the relaxation of
charge in HfO2. I represents the applied injection voltage (in this case 4 V), “PE”
represents the applied partial extraction voltage and “R” represents the reset voltage,
which is equal to the initial flat band voltage. This array is repeated with the same
“I” and an incrementally reduced “PE” until an array with a “PE” equal to the flat
band voltage is applied. It should be noted that a surface potential measurement is
made between each labeled applied voltage, as per the explanation in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: Surface potential measurements on HfO2 above the middle of the band
gap. The red dashed line is the surface potential after electron injection, the blue
dotted line is after a partial extraction attempt and the black line is the surface
potential after a reset attempt. The bottom horizontal axis shows the scaled injection
voltage for each group of bins between the dark vertical lines. The blue numbers at
the top of the graph indicate the partial extraction voltage for the bin.
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represents a single set of injection (red dashed line), partial extraction (blue dotted
line) and reset attempts (black). The difference between the red dashed and the
blue dotted surface potential curves is proportional to the amount of charge that
was extracted from trap states in the dielectric during the partial extraction attempt
(blue numbers at the top of each bin). The difference between the blue dotted curve
and the black curve is proportional to the amount of charge that was not extracted
after the partial extraction attempt. Ideally all of the charge that is injected at a
particular injection voltage should be completely extracted after a partial extraction
attempt of 0.0 V, which would produce a completely flat black curve. However, as
can be seen from Figure 4.4, this ideal case is not observed, indicating that a portion
of the tunneled charge is remaining in trap states at the surface after the partial
extraction and reset attempts. The red curve shows that at an injection voltage of
2.3 V twice the amount of charge was injected compared to the amount that tunneled
to the surface at an injection voltage of 1.7 V. However, with an injection voltage of
2.3 V not all of the injected charge can be extracted from the dielectric material ,
even when an extraction tunneling voltage of 0.0 V is used only about one half of the
total injected charge is extracted. This trend continues with an injection voltage of
2.8 V. In this case only about one third of the charge can be fully extracted. It should
also be noted that, in addition to the irreversible surface charging discussed above,
the reset voltage can not extract all of the trapped electrons after the 2.8 V injection
attempt. The onset of the irreversible surface charging at a 2.3 eV injection is near
the energy of a well established electron trap state at 2.7 eV, which is just below the
HfO2 conduction band, which has been measured by experiment[7, 11, 12, 13] and
predicted theoretically.[14] This 2.7 eV state provides a possible tunneling path for
the injected charge.
Figure 4.5 is representative of charge relaxation measurements made at a different
location on the sample below the middle of the band gap. For the measurements made
below the middle of the band gap the red dashed curve represents the surface poten-
tial after extraction, the blue dotted curve represents the surface potential after the
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Figure 4.5: Surface potential measurements on HfO2 below the middle of the
band gap. The red dashed line is the surface potential after electron extraction,
the blue dotted line is after a partial extraction attempt and the black line is the
surface potential after a reset attempt. The bottom horizontal axis shows the scaled
extraction voltage for each group of bins between the dark horizontal lines. The blue
numbers at the top of the graph indicate the partial injection voltage for the bin.
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partial injection attempt and the black is again the surface potential after the reset
attempt. Below the middle of the band gap the irreversible surface charging is obvious
starting with the -1.7 V extraction attempt. After the subsequent partial injection
attempt of 0.0 V there is little difference between the red dashed (extraction) and
blue dotted (partial injection) surface potential measurements. This very noticeable
amount of irreversible surface charging is apparent throughout the larger extraction
voltages. Also, unlike the measurements made above the middle of the band gap, the
surface potential after the reset attempt shows an immediate inability to refill traps
states that have been previously unloaded during the extraction attempt. The turn
on of the irreversible surface charging behavior at -1.7 V corresponds with defect
states measured in HfO2[7] and predicted from theory.[14] This predicted p* state is
paramagnetic and has been shown to exist by ESR measurements.[15]
The irreversible nature of the surface charging, both above and below the middle
of the band gap at greater extraction/injection voltages, may be due to the well
known defect states discussed previously. Bersuker et al.[16] has posited that elec-
trons that have tunneled into localized trap states, near the conduction band, in the
HfO2 band gap can relax away from the initially occupied state through adjacent trap
states by Frenkel-Poole tunneling. Empirical evidence of this proposed mechanism
was confirmed by measurement as one of several de-trapping mechanisms for electrons
injected into HfO2 by Heh et al.[17] Figure 4.6 diagrams a possible pathway that
electrons may take through existing trap states. Initially the electron tunnels from
the tip into an electron trap near the conduction band. After the injection attempt
is made the electron is able to hop away from the surface of the sample through
adjacent states near the conduction band. When the partial extraction attempt
is made the electron is no longer within tunneling range of the tip and can not be
extracted, but its presence can still be detected by the surface potential measurement.
The SETFS relaxation measurements show an onset of charge relaxation just below
the states known to be 0.3 eV below the HfO2 conduction band (2.7 eV above
middle of the band gap). This is corroborated by the temperature instability current
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Figure 4.6: Description of possible pathway for mobile charge in HfO2. Part (a)
shows an electron tunneling into a trap state gap near the conducting band. (b)
The electron is able to hop away from the surface of the HfO2 through other nearby
states. (c) The electron can not be extracted from the surface, because it is out of
tunneling range of the tip, although its presence is still measured during the surface
potential measurement.
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voltage measurements made by Heh et al. The SETFS measurements were made at
room temperature and show evidence of electron mobility just below the conduction
band. However Heh et al. found evidence of the Frenkel-Poole tunneling only at
operating temperatures of 125 ºC. This may indicate that charge hopping is present
at room temperature, but the current may be below the detectable level for the
Id-Vg measurements made by Heh et al. at room temperature. No evidence of
mobile charge just above the HfO2 valence band has been found in the literature.
Since charge relaxation can be seen in Figure 4.5 this may be the first evidence of a
similar charge hopping taking place below the middle of the HfO2 band gap.
4.5 Conclusion
Single electron tunneling force spectroscopy has been used to show the behavior
of electrons in trap states in HfO2 films. Both irreversible and reversible charging
is apparent, with the irreversible surface charging being more prevalent below the
middle of the band gap than above, and more irreversible surface charging apparent
near the conduction and valence bands than near the middle of the band gap. The
evidence lends credence to the theory of charge relaxation put forth by Bersuker et
al. for defect states near the HfO2 conduction band. Additionally evidence has been
found for electron hopping behavior of electrons in trap states below the middle of
the band gap, which has not been found in the literature.
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CHAPTER 5
CREATION OF DEFECT STATES IN
SILICON DIOXIDE FILMS USING
ELECTRON STIMULATED
DESORPTION
5.1 Motivation and Objectives
The techniques developed in the Williams group and discussed thus far have been
concerned with changing the occupancy of trap states,[1] imaging trap states,[2, 3]
and spectroscopically probing the energy of trap states.[4, 5, 6, 7, 8] It naturally
follows that one may want to know the chemical identity of the trap state being
studied. To this end a single spin electron spin resonance (ESR) technique is under
development in the Williams lab, in conjunction with the Boehme group at the
University of Utah. The particulars of the proposed single spin ESR methodology
will not be discussed in detail here, but the proposed methodology necessitates a
paramagnetic trap state at the sample surface as well as at the apex of an AFM tip
covered by a dielectric layer, unlike the previous techniques which used a metalized
AFM tip.[9] The trap state that will be used in the preliminary measurements will be
E’ centers[10, 11] because of their long spin flip time (T1) at room temperatures.[12]
To achieve reliable and repeatable single spin ESR measurements, it is imperative
that a method is developed that can reliably place a trap state at the apex of a
SiO2 coated atomic force microscope (AFM) tip. If trap states cannot be reliably
located at the apex of the SiO2 coated tip it will be difficult to consistently reproduce
the paramagnetic state to state tunneling necessary to employ the single spin ESR
measurement being developed.
There are several ways to produce E’ centers in SiO2 including bombarding the
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sample with gamma rays,[13] photo-chemical techniques,[14] and plasma etching.[15,
16] However these techniques generally produce a spatially random distribution of
trap states and do not allow the position of created traps to be precisely controlled.
A method that has been used to produce single dangling bonds on the surface of
hydrogen terminated Si is electron stimulated desorption (ESD).[17, 18, 19, 20, 21]
ESD of hydrogen from a hydrogen terminated silicon surface is accomplished by
bringing a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) probe to within a few nanometers
of the H-terminated Si surface and applying a bias voltage between the tip and
the sample surface. The hydrogen desorption is accomplished in one of two ways.
If the voltage applied to the sample, with respect to the tip, is greater than 6 V,
the electrons facilitating the desorption are typically field emitted from the tip.[17]
These hot electrons can cause a bond state transition from the sv(Si-H) to the *sv(Si-
H) state.[17, 18] This excitation/desorption mechanism requires a large number of
electrons and has a spatial injection accuracy of approximately ~ 5 nm when trying
to control the position of the desorption on the surface. The second method occurs
by tunneling electrons through the bond, which vibrationally excites the Si-H bond
causing it to break.[17] The second method occurs between 2 eV and 5 eV and the
place of desorption can be precisely controlled with atomic scale precision.[17, 18,
19, 20, 21]
The possibility is that if the ESD method can also be applied to an SiO2 surface
to remove the oxygen in an Si-O bond it could similarly create an E’ center (also
known as a dangling bond when referring to a defect at the surface) with atomic
scale resolution. While the state could eventually be created at the apex of the SiO2
coated AFM tip, this chapter will discuss first efforts to create the E’ centers on a
planar SiO2 film.
5.2 ESD Methodology
The ESD attempts were made on a 10 nm SiO2 film grown on a P-type Si
substrate. The sample was cleaned by ultrasonic wash and rinse, first in acetone,
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then isopropyl alcohol, after which the samples were rinsed with de-ionized water
and blown dry with N2. The samples were then loaded into the AFM chamber under
ultra high vacuum (UHV ~ 10-9 Torr), and heated at 400 °C for 45 minutes. The
sample was then placed in the AFM microscope and the tip is brought within 1 nm
of the sample surface. A bias offset voltage was applied to bring the tip and sample
into the flat band condition (no electric field in the vacuum gap).
In this experiment the ESD is being used on SiO2, therefore some further consid-
erations need to be made. During ESD on Si most of the voltage is dropped across
the vacuum gap between the STM tip and the Si sample, except for the relatively
small amount that is being dropped in the semiconductor. In the case of the SiO2
film being used, it is beneficial to model the vacuum gap - oxide - Si system as
two parallel plate capacitors in series. This model allows for a simple equation to







where z is the tip sample gap, t is the thickness of the SiO2 film, k is the dielectric
constant of the SiO2, VApp is the voltage applied to the sample relative to the flat
band voltage and Vgap is the voltage dropped between the tip and the oxide surface.
This voltage also determines where the Fermi level of the tip is relative to the middle
of the band gap at the surface of the dielectric.[1, 5] During these measurements the
tunneling gap is 0.8 nm, the dielectric constant of SiO2 is 3.9 and the thickness of
the sample is 10 nm. These parameters produce a Vgap of approximately one fourth
of VApp, which, along with the the 9 eV band gap of SiO2, means that the voltages
applied to the sample will need to be much greater than those used for ESD on
silicon.
To show that a trap state could be created by the local ESD technique, a 30 nm
by 30 nm surface topography measurement is taken to find a clear area of the oxide
film surface. Then SETFM height scans[1] are performed in several places within a
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small region of the surface, to find a location which does not have any df steps and
therefore no available trap states to tunnel to. More specifically a bias voltage is
applied to the sample with respect to the metalized AFM probe, and the probe is
moved toward the surface. The frequency shift (df) of the oscillating cantilever is
recorded as a function of the cantilever height from the sample surface. If there is
an empty trap state at the surface an electron will tunnel from the tip to the trap
state, which will cause an abrupt shift in the frequency of the cantilever oscillation,
measured as a change in the df signal from the FM demodulator. This df step is
evidence of an existent trap state (see Figure 5.1).
After a location with no state is found, the tip is moved to a height of approxi-
mately 0.8 nm from the surface and a positive voltage pulse is applied to the sample
surface. After the voltage pulse, another SETFM height scan is performed to see
if any new states are created by the voltage pulse. Any state created is identified
by the new presence of a df step in the height scans (frequency shift versus height
signal). Finally another topography scan is taken to ensure that no change in the
surface morphology has occurred due to the applied voltage pulse. During the ESD
attempts the size of the voltage pulse and its duration are varied to find a combination
that would create a state at the surface, without modifying the surface morphology
or the tip through field evaporation of its platinum coating.[22]
The length of the voltage pulse used for ESD ranged from a few seconds to
approximately 1 ms. The magnitude of the applied voltage pulse ranged from 0 V
to 50 V. A voltage pulse larger than about 40 V caused field evaporation of the
Pt coating from the tip of the cantilever, leaving the tip unusable for SETFM
measurements, because the conductive layer of the tip had been removed. With pulse
heights between 20 V and 40 V and pulse lengths of 2-3 seconds, the SiO2 surface
directly under the tip was observed to be modified, becoming a mound believed to
be a Taylor Cone, which consists of glassy SiO2.[23] When the applied pulse width
was less than about 100 ms with an applied voltage up to 30 V, no obvious surface
deformation was observed. It should be noted that due to the finite capacitance of
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Figure 5.1: Three traces showing typical height curves showing the frequency shift
steps indicative of single electron tunneling events. The data in these curves were
taken by Ezra Bussman and are found in reference [1].
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the AFM cables and hardware, any pulse shorter than about 50 ms did not appear as
a sharp square pulse, but more closely resembled a triangular pulse. A pulse width of
approximately 20 ms with a measured peak voltage of between 20 V and 23 V shows
evidence of state production without changes in surface morphology.
5.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.2a shows a topographic scan of the surface taken before an applied
voltage pulse of 21.5 V, while Figure 5.2b shows the same area of the surface after
the voltage pulse. The voltage pulse was applied with the AFM tip in approximately
the middle of the image. Note that there is no significant change in the surface
morphology near the middle of the image. To further clarify the stability in the
surface morphology during the measurement a difference image of Figures 5.2a and
b can be seen in Figure 5.2c. Note that the size is somewhat smaller than the
topographic images in both Figure 5.2a and b. This is because the lateral drift of
the sample had to be compensated for when subtracting the images. Figure 5.3
shows two line cuts from Figures 5.2a and 5.2b, which were taken horizontally across
each image approximately halfway down from the top of each image. The line cuts
run across the area where the state creation attempt was made. Note that there is
no evidence that the topography of the area has been significantly changed by the
trap state creation attempt.
Figure 5.4 shows the SETFM height scans taken before and after the application
of the 21.5 V pulse. The green curve (a) shows the SETFM height trace before
the voltage pulse, the black curve (b) and the red curve (c) are representative of
the SETFM height scans after the pulse was applied. The black SETFM curve (b)
was taken immediately after the voltage pulse while the red curve (c) was taken, in
the same spot, 15 to 20 seconds after the black. It should be noted that although
the state creation attempt was made at the center of Figure 5.2, the location of the
traces may be displaced from the center by approximately 1 nm due to the lateral
drift of the tip with respect to the surface during the measurement. Frequency
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of surface topography before and after the state creation
attempt. (a) A topographic image taken on the SiO2 sample before a voltage pulse
of 21.5 V is applied, while (b) is after the pulse has been applied. Notice that there
is no major change in the surface morphology. (c) Difference image showing the
stability of the surface under the ESD technique. The color scale next to (c) applied
to all three images.
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Figure 5.3: Line cuts taken horizontally across Figure 5.2a and 5.2b. Both curves
run across the position where the state creation attempt was made. The black curve
was taken on the topographic image measured before the state creation attempt
(Figure 5.2a). The red curve was taken on the topographic image measured after the
state creation attempt was made. Note that there is no significant change between
the line cut taken before the state creation attempt and the one taken after the state
creation attempt.
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Figure 5.4: SETFM height scans taken on SiO2 before (a) and after (b, c) a 21.5 V
pulse applied 8 Å above the SiO2 surface. Note the df steps in the after pulse traces
signify the presence of trap states, which were not apparent during the height scan
taken before the pulse. The (c) trace was taken approximately 20 seconds after the
(b) trace.
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shift changes of approximately 0.5 Hz indicate the presence of an electron that has
tunneled between the tip and a state on the sample surface. There is an obvious
change in the characteristics of the height scan curve before and after the application
of the pulse. This is strong evidence that trap a state has been created under the
tip by the attempted ESD pulse. The repeatability of the curves implies that the
method may provide a means to generate the E’ centers, needed to conduct the
proposed single spin ESR measurements, in the film. However, further measurements
must be made to be sure that the states created are E’ centers. The reason the trap
states do not occur in the same place in each scan is likely to the vertical and lateral
drift of the tip with respect to the sample surface. Figure 5.5 shows traces taken at
two separate locations on the surface after a 21.5 V pulse was applied. Attempted
creation of trap states showed a success rate of about three in five attempts at this
voltage.
The mechanism for the creation of the electron trap state may be similar to the
mechanism posited for electron stimulated desorption of H off of an Si surface, which
was discussed above. Although the SiO2 surface used in this experiment was not
hydrogen terminated any H terminated bonds would provide a ready place for state
creation. Alternatively, the mechanism responsible for generating the defect states
in the SiO2 may be similar to a mechanism that causes device degradation in field
effect transistor devices. In MOSFETS defects are created in both the Si channel
and SiO2 gate when hot electrons are injected into the MOSFET channel from the
source electrode.[24, 25] The electrons with sufficient energy are able to enter the
SiO2 above the dielectric mobility edge, and create defects in the gate dielectric of
the MOSFET device. These defects cause degradation of MOSFET functionally by
creating a current path through the gate dielectric. However, the precise mechanism
responsible for this reduction in functionality is still a topic of research. In the
state creation attempts discussed above the voltage between the tip and the sample
surface is sufficiently high to allow electrons to tunnel from the tip into states above
the SiO2 mobility edge. These relatively high energy electrons may be generating the
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Figure 5.5: Two traces taken in two places after voltage pulses. Note the apparent
existence of trap states in each trace, which are evident by df steps indicated with
arrows. No states were apparent in the before state creation attempt traces for each
of the traces above (not shown). There were no steps evident in the pre state creation
attempt curves made before each curve in this figure.
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same defects reported to cause degradation of MOSFET functionality or desorption
of atoms at the SiO2 surface.
5.4 Summary of ESD Results
Electron stimulated desorption has been attempted and conditions for ESD on
SiO2 have been studied. Evidence that trap states can be repeatably created near
the oxide surface under controllable conditions has been shown. These preliminary
results indicate that states can be created without significant modification of the
sample surface topography. The traps created do not disappear after numerous
SETFM height scans taken above the area at which the state creation attempt was
made. However, if E’ centers are the defects being created they should be stable under
ultra high vacuum conditions. Although no specific mechanism for state creation has
been identified, it has been posited that either atom desorption from the SiO2 surface
or a mechanism similar to that observed to cause MOSFET degradation may be the
cause of the defect state creation. Further development of the technique and study of
SiO2 may provide for precise control of the trap state position in the oxide surface,
and a better understanding of the state creation mechanism. The state creation
technique discussed may also provide a means to create trap states (E’ centers) at
the apex of an oxidized AFM probe tip, needed for the proposed single spin ESR
technique currently under development.
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Chapter 1 discussed the need to find an adequate model to approximate the
tip-gap-sample system. This appendix discusses two models proposed to approximate
the system. The first, simpler model uses two parallel plate capacitors in series to
model the tip-vacuum gap-dielectric substrate system (Figure A.1a). The second
uses a spherical-plate capacitor model that is partially filled with the dielectric under
consideration (Figure A.1b).






where z is the tunneling gap, t is the thickness of the oxide,  is the dielectric constant
of the dielectric material, VApp is the voltage applied to the tip with respect to the
grounded sample electrode and Vgap is the voltage dropped between the tip and
the dielectric surface.[1] Note that for these two models the sample is grounded
with respect to an applied voltage on the tip. This has been done for clarity of
description. However, in the actual experiment the tip has been grounded and the
voltage is applied to the sample. For a typical measurement condition the tunneling
gap is 0.8 nm, the thickness of the dielectric is 10 nm and the dielectric constant
of SiO2 is 3.9. If the applied voltage is -1 V a Vgap of -0.24 V is achieved, which
means that the surface of the dielectric is at a potential of -0.76 V. This means that
if there is a trap state 0.24 eV above the middle of the SiO2 band gap the energy
condition will be met to allow tunneling from the metalized tip to the trap state in
the dielectric.
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Figure A.1: Diagram showing the two capacitor models being compared. (a) shows
a parallel plate model in which the tip (top electrode) has a voltage applied to it with
respect to the grounded electrode attached to the dielectric. (b) shows the same set
up, but the tip is now being approximated as a metallic sphere instead of a plate.
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Under the sphere-plate capacitor model the potential in the gap is calculated by
the method of images and is given by,[2]




((z − zi)2 + r2) 12
− ξi

















where in equation A.2 a is the radius of the sphere, which is representing the tip in
this model, r is the radial distance from the center of the sphere, and perpendicular
to the plate surface, to the point where the electric potential is to be determined, zi
is the position of the ith image charge with respect to the plate surface, z0 is given
by the equation A.5, z is the height at which the voltage is to be determined with
respect to the dielectric surface and xi is the coefficient given by ξi = qiq0 , which is
the ratio of the ith image charge and the charge on the sphere due to the applied
voltage V. See Figure A.1b for a better understanding of the variables being used
in the sphere-plate model. The coordinates used for the model are polar. The third
term in equation A.5 is known as the effective vacuum gap of the dielectric. This
is the distance of vacuum that would be needed to replace the dielectric and have
a capacitance equivalent to the dielectric. If the experimental parameters from the
parallel plate model are put in, including a tip radius of 30 nm which gives a z0 of
33.4 nm, an applied voltage of -1 V gives a gap voltage of -0.25 V, which puts the
potential at the dielectric surface at -0.75 V. This means that the percent difference
between the parallel-plate model and the sphere-plate model is about 1.5%. Due
to the minimum error incurred the parallel plate model is used to approximate the
system.
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